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Resumen: En este art́ıculo se presenta uno de los módulos que forma parte del
sistema de simplificación automática de textos escritos en euskera que se está im-
plementando. Concretamente, se describe el módulo donde se lleva a cabo la trans-
formación de las oraciones compuestas en oraciones simples. Esta transformación
se realiza mediante las herramientas de alta precisión y cobertura general desarrol-
ladas para el tratamiento automático del euskera. Además de adaptar y enriquecer
el identificador de oraciones se ha implementado un algoritmo basado en árboles
de dependencias sintácticas cuyo objetivo es dividir las oraciones complejas en ora-
ciones más simples.
Palabras clave: Simplificación automática de textos, división de oraciones, euskera,
identificación de las oraciones compuestas y simples

Abstract: In this paper we present a module of the Text Simplification architecture
that we are implementing. Exactly, we describe the module that carries out the task
of splitting sentences into clauses. This module is based on general-coverage tools.
We have adapted the clause identifier in this module and we have added a algorithm
based on dependency-trees to split the sentences. This way, we get simple sentences.
Keywords: Text Simplification, sentence splitting, Basque, clause boundary iden-
tification

1 Introduction

Automatic Text Simplification (TS) is a Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) task that
aims the transformation of difficult texts to
get a equivalent simple text. This may in-
volve simplifyng syntactic phenomena, per-
forming operations like sentence spliting,
changing passive to active voice, inverting
the order of the clauses, changing discourse
marker by a simpler and/or more frequent
one. As a result, this new text should easier
to understand for humans and/or easier to
process by NLP advanced applications and it
should keep the meaning of original text, or
at least information loss should be avoid.

TS systems and architectures have been
proposed for languages like English (Sid-
dharthan, 2006), Brazilian Portuguese (Can-
dido et al., 2009), Swedish (Rybing, Smith,
and Silvervarg, 2010), Japanese (Inui et al.,
2003), Arabic (Al-Subaihin and Al-Khalifa,
2011), Spanish (Saggion et al., 2011), and
French (Seretan, 2012). As method, depen-

dency trees have been used in TS systems like
(Zhu, Bernhard, and Gurevych, 2010) and
(Siddharthan, 2011) among others.

The target audiences of the TS systems
have been people with disabilities (Carroll et
al., 1999), illiterate (Candido et al., 2009) or
people who learn foreign languages (Petersen
and Ostendorf, 2007) (Burstein, 2009) among
others. There are TS system for NLP ad-
vanced applications such us machine trans-
lation (Poornima et al., 2011), Q&A sys-
tems (Bernhard et al., 2012), information ex-
traction system (Jonnalagadda and Gonza-
lez, 2010), and so on.

One of the operations in TS is sentence
splitting. In fact, it is a compulsory need to
find precise splitting points in order to con-
tinue the next operations in the TS task. In
this study we analyse two linguistic diverse
structures in Basque like relative clauses and
adverbial temporal clauses in other to eval-
uate how accurate our tools are. Besides,
we implement and algorithm to create simple
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sentences out of a complex one. Although we
get simple sentences, the simplification pro-
cess is not achieved: complementisers and
suffixes should be removed in other to get
grammatically correct sentences.

This paper is strucutured as follows: In
section 2 we describe the phenomena we
have treated in this paper, namely relative
clauses (subsection 2.1) and temporal adver-
bial clauses (subsection 2.2). In section 3 we
describe the simplification process we follow
together with our system architecture. In
section 4 we explain how we transform the
trees. After that in section 5 we present the
evaluation. The conclusion and future work
are presented in section 6.

2 Treated Phenomena

In order to make a deep analysis of the clause
boundary identifier implemented in the split-
ting module we explain the two phenomena
we have focused on: relative clauses and ad-
verbial temporal clauses. We selected relative
clauses since they are attached to a noun and
on the other hand, adverbial temporal clauses
have been chosen because they show varied
structures.

The corpus that has been used for
this task has been EPEC (Euskararen
Prozesamendurako Erreferentzia Corpusa-
Reference Corpus for the Processing of
Basque). EPEC corpus contains 300,000
words written in Standard Basque and it is
tagged at morphological and syntactical lev-
els (dependency-trees) (Aduriz et al., 2006a).
At semantic level the most frequent nouns
have been tagged with their correspond-
ing synset in EusWordNet and EusSemcor
(Agirre et al., 2006). Besides, the instances
of the most frequent verbs have been tagged
with their thematic roles in (Aldezabal et
al., 2010). At the pragmatic level, discourse
markers (Iruskieta, Dı́az de Ilarraza, and
Lersundi, 2011) and coreference (Soraluze et
al., 2012) are also tagged.

We will see in next sections examples illus-
trating the treated phenomena. We will only
show the relevant morphological information
in the glosses.

2.1 Relative clauses

Basque uses gapping as strategy for relativi-
sation, which is marked as PRO1. Basque rel-
ative clause can be built with finite verbs (1)

1Phonetically null but syntactically active element

using the complementiser (comp) -(e)n and
with non finite verbs (2), attaching to the
participle the suffixes (-ta/da, -ik, -i) + -ko
(rel). Let us see some examples where the
relative clause is marked between brackets in
the examples.

(1) Horixe
That

zen
was

(magoak
magician

eta
and

nik
I

genuen)
had-comp

sekretua.
secret.

’That was the secret the magician and
me shared.’

(2) (Bildutako
Collectrel

diruarekin,)
money-soz,

Afganistanerako
Afghanistan-all

hegazkin-txartela
plane-ticket

erosi
buy

zitzaion
aux

Pepitari.
Pepita-dat

’With the collected money, a plane-
ticket to Afghanistan was bought to
Pepita.’

The location of finite relative clauses and
non finite verb relative clauses within the sen-
tence is at the left side of the antecedent. The
subordinate verb is at the end of the relative
sentence.

2.2 Adverbial temporal clauses

Adverbial temporal clauses are adjuncts that
specify chronological ordering (anteriority,
posteriority, simultaneity, delimitation, im-
pendency and duration) having the reference
of a main verb/clause. Temporal clauses con-
stitute a heterogeneous group, not only se-
mantically but syntactically too. They can
be built with finite verbs and non finite verbs.
In both cases free elements can be added.

Finite verb temporal clauses are headed
by complementisers and suffixes are attached
to verb (V) like zu#-(e)nv.comp #an-ine in
example (3). In some cases like (4) a free ele-
ment (bitartean) is added after the verb with
the complementiser. Let us see these exam-
ples, where the temporal clause is marked be-
tween brackets.
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(3) (Jontxu
Jontxu

ikusi
see

zuenean,)
aux-comp.ine,

laster
soon

ezagutu
recognise

zuen.
aux

’When s/he saw Jontxu, s/he
recognised him soon.’

(4) (Indarrean
force-ine

egon
be

den
aux-comp

bitartean)
meanwhile

ez
not

du
aux

mugapenik
delimitation

izan
be

’While it has been in force, it had no
delimitation.’

Non finite verb temporal clauses are
formed on the basis of the verbal noun (VN)
or participle. After that suffixes are added
like the inessive (INE) in itzultze-vn#an-ine
from (5) example. Free elements like ostean
in (6) can be added after the verb.

(5) (Etxera
Home-all

itzultzean,)
come back-ine,

Annikak
Annika-erg

makinaz
machine-ins

pasatzen
pass

zuen
aux

testua.
text-abs

’At coming back home, Annika used to
type the text’.

(6) (Maistrak
Teacher-erg

agindutakoa
order-rel.abs

egin
do

ostean,)
after,

arratsalde
afternoon

osoa
whole

zeukaten
had

jolasteko
play-final clause

(...)

’After having done what the teacher
ordered, they had all the afternoon to
play.’

Contrary to relative clauses, the subordi-
nate verb does not need to be always in the
last position, so we can find arguments or
adjuncts after it. This canonical word or-
der alteration is difficult too for a rule based
chunker, above all if there are more than one
element after the verb and no punctuation
marks, that could help us by giving a clue.

3 Simplification process and
system architecture

In this section we present the simplification
process we follow and the architecture of the
system (see figure 1) we are implementing to
perform the simplification process.

The simplification process illustrates the
operations that should be done and the steps
we follow in order to produce simple sen-
tences out of long sentences. Before this pro-
cess is initiated, the readability of the text is
analysed. This task is performed by Idazla-
nen Autoebaloaziorako Sistema (IAS)2 mod-
ule (Castro-Castro et al., 2008), a system al-
ready developed by our group for the auto-
evaluation of essays, which discriminates the
texts that should continue the process.

Having as input a complex text, following
operations are performed:

1. Splitting: Make as many new sentences
as clauses out of the original. This op-
eration is performed by Mugak (Arrieta,
2010).

2. Reconstruction: Two operations take
place in the split sentences:

(a) Removing no longer needed mor-
phological features like complemen-
tisers and suffixes. Being Basque
an agglutinative language we have
to remove parts of words and not a
whole word.

(b) Adding new elements like adverbs
or paraphrases. The goal is to main-
tain the meaning. In other words,
the features that have been deleted
should be replaced by new words.
This is included in DAR (Deletion
and Addition Rules) module.

3. Reordering: Reorder the elements in
the new sentences, and ordering the sen-
tences in the text. The set of these
rules is included in ReordR (Reordering
Rules) module.

4. Adequation and Correction: Cor-
rect the possible grammar and spelling
mistakes, and fix punctuation and capi-
talisation. The spell checker for Basque
Xuxen (Agirre et al., 1992) will carry put
this operation.

2System for auto-evaluation of essays
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     IAS

Text

   Mugak

DAR 

ReordR

Spelling  checker/Corrector

 SimplifiedText

Splitting

Reconstruction

Reordering

Correction

Complex Text

Figure 1: The architecture of system

The work presented in this paper is framed
in the splitting operation and at the same
time it guides the sentences to the reconstruc-
tion operation.

4 Transformation of complex
sentences

Our splitting module is based on two stages:
first, we apply a grammar that tags the split-
ting point, that is, the clause boundary is
marked, and secondly, we apply an algorithm
to make dependency-trees of the clauses out
of the original sentence.

4.1 Splitting Point Tagging

The task of splitting point tagging is made
by Mugak following the Constraint Grammar
(CG) (Karlsson et al., 1995) formalism.

Mugak works on the basis of the output
produced by several tools implemented in our
group: Morpho-syntactic analysis by Mor-
pheus (Alegria et al., 2002), lemmatisation
and syntactic function identification by Eu-
stagger (Aduriz et al., 2003), multi-words
items identification (Ezeiza, 2002) (Urizar,
2012) and named entity recognition by Ei-
hera (Alegria et al., 2003).

Our work consists on improving the gram-
mar in Mugak (Ondarra, 2003) (Aduriz et
al., 2006b) by means of adding new rules
and adapting older rules based on linguistic
knowledge, that lead us to get better results.

In this moment there are 78 rules and 22 of
them are especially written for the phenom-
ena we are presenting in this paper. Major
improvements have been made this time in
the detection of clauses headed by compound
verbs and the comma. We have to remark
that this is an ongoing work, that is opti-
mised by using new corpora to find new struc-

tures and above all to determine the precision
in case of non canonical order sentences.

4.2 Splitting algorithm

We have implemented an algorithm to apply
several heuristics defined to transform a com-
plex sentence into simple sentences, once the
splitting point has been tagged. The usage
of this algorithm is to create the dependency-
trees of the new sentences. To create this al-
gorithm and to help the following reconstruc-
tion step, we have carried out an experiment
with sentences in EPEC-DEP (Basque De-
pendency Treebank) (Aranzabe, 2008) that
were sintactically deep tagged, that is PRO3

and pro4 elements had a tag.
Let us explain this process by means of an

example. Figure 2 shows the tree of the orig-
inal sentence Bere zeregina zatituta dagoen
alderdia batzea izango dela esan zuen (S/he
said that her/his mission is to unify the po-
litical party that is divided).

Figure 2: Original sentence: Bere zeregina
zatituta dagoen alderdia batzea izango dela
esan zuen

Having this input our algorithm works as
follows:

1. The relative clause zatituta dagoen (that
is divided) is removed out of the origi-
nal sentence. This way we get two trees:
the main clause Bere zeregina alderdia
batzea izango dela esan zuen. (S/he said
that her/his mission is to unify the po-
litical party.) (figure 3) and the relative

3see footnote 1
4elided arguments (pro-drop)
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clause zatituta dagoen (that is divided)
(figure 4).

Figure 3: The main clause: Bere zeregina
alderdia batzea izango dela esan zuen

Figure 4: The relative clause: zatituta dagoen

2. The PRO antecedent of relative clause
alderdia (The political party) is included
in the new sentence. This way, the sen-
tence alderdia zatituta dagoen is formed
as shown in the tree of figure 5.

Figure 5: The new simple sentence (relative
+ antecedent): alderdia zatituta dagoen

In the case of adverbial temporal clauses,
the adverbial clause is removed in the first
step and an adverb will be added in the sec-
ond step.

This way the reconstruction operation is
over in both cases at tree level. That is sim-
ple sentences are formed, but they are not

grammatically correct. The reconstruction
will be over, continuing with this example,
by removing the -(e)n complementiser of the
verb.

5 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the correctness as-
sessing the splitting point tag and splitting
the sentences.

The corpus that has been used to de-
velop and to evaluate the grammar has been
EPEC. We divided the corpus in two sets: de-
vel and eval. We used devel for designing the
rules of the grammar and eval for automatic
evaluation. The latter was previously manu-
ally tagged. In table 1 we see the word and
sentence number we have used for this task
in the development part and the evaluation
part of the corpus.

Devel Eval

Word number 61121 63766
Sentence number 5068 5211
Clause number 18301 18356

Table 1: Word, sentence and clause number
in corpus

In table 2 we show the results we ob-
tained by relative clauses and adverbial
temporal clauses. The measures that we
have used are precision (correctly detected
clauses/detected clauses), recall (correctly
detected clauses/all clauses) and F-measure
(2 * precision * recall / (precision + recall)).
Forth column shows the clause number of
each structure.

For relative clauses, the results are high.
The F-measure for the finite verbs is 0,988
and for the non finite verbs it is 0,992. By
analysing the errors the chunker made we
concluded that:

• We have a problem with a rule that aims
a finite verb temporal clause with free el-
ements structure that can be mixed with
relative sentences.

• Another kind of error was due to errors
in the PoS tagging.

• Non finite modal verbs structures were
not found in the development part.

For temporal clauses, we have to divide
the results in two groups: clauses with-
out free elements and clauses with free ele-
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Precision Recall F-measure Clause number

Relative finite verb clauses 0,998 0,978 0,988 547
Relative non finite verb clauses 1 0,985 0,992 335
Temporal finite verb clauses 0,955 0,964 0,960 111
Temporal non finite verb clauses 0,966 0,966 0,966 29
Temporal finite verb clauses + free element(s) 1 0,556 0,714 18
Temporal non finite verb clauses + free element(s) 0,970 0,372 0,538 86

Table 2: Evaluation results of the treated phenomena

ments. The results for the first group are
quite high and similar for finite and non fi-
nite verbs. The F-measure for temporal finite
verb clauses is 0,960 and for the non tempo-
ral finite verb clauses is 0,966. We analysed
the errors and they are due to canonical word
order alteration.

The results for the second group are, how-
ever, lower. The F-measure for the temporal
finite verb clauses + free element(s) is 0,714
and for the temporal non finite verb clauses
+ free element(s) is 0,538. The main problem
here is that the recall is very low (finite verbs
0,556 and non finite verbs 0,372). Those re-
sults are due to:

• The ambiguity of the free elements

• The richness of those structures (all of
them were not found in the development
part)

Anyway, apart from the problem of the ambi-
guity the precision we get is high (finite verbs
1 and non finite verbs 0,970).

Since our aim consists on getting accu-
racy (precision) it is widely achieved, so we
consider that we have a basis to continue
with the simplification process. This basis
is extremely remarkable for relative clauses.
The results of the temporal clauses are good.
Nevertheless, we should keep on improving
the rules, and if possible, getting more struc-
tures. It is remarkable too that recall goes
down resounding when the clause has free el-
ements, since it is difficult to cover all the
possible structures with a corpus. So, defin-
ing the clause boundaries is a continuous task
we have to keep on working on in order to im-
prove our clause boundary identifier.

6 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we have focused on the split-
ting module in our text simplification archi-
tecture, since we think that it is important to
have a good basis to continue with the simpli-
fication process. As we have explained, this

module works on two phases: clause bound-
ary detection and splitting point tagging and
building simple sentence dependency-trees
out of original sentence. The first phase tag-
ging is made by means of Mugak a linguis-
tic knowledge based grammar written in the
Constraint Grammar formalism and the sec-
ond phase is carried out by an algorithm
based on dependencies-trees as well to cre-
ate so many sentences out of the clauses in
the original sentences. Furthermore, this al-
gorithm introduces the clause in the recon-
struction operation.

For this task, we have deeply analysed two
diverse structures, namely relative clauses
and adverbial temporal clauses. We have
explained their different formation and the
challenge they suppose.

We have made an evaluation and con-
cluded that we have great basis to continue
with the simplification process. Moreover,
the algorithm we have implemented intro-
duces the clauses in the reconstruction step
fulfilling almost the simplification process in
the case of relative sentences. But, on the
other hand, the improvements made here to
the clause boundary identifier will serve to
improve the performance of other tools which
use older versions of this identifier, for exam-
ple, the statistical clause boundary identifier
(Arrieta, 2010).

Our next step is actually to keep on work-
ing with the syntactic simplification process.
For the verb state changing, that is becom-
ing a subordinate verb into a main verb, we
plan to use finite state technology tools like
FOMA (Hulden, 2009). This tool will be use-
ful as well to implement deletion and addition
rules so far defined in (Gonzalez-Dios, 2011).
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